[Clinical trials: prerequisite of evidence-based oncology: reality, perspectives and a new tool recruited--the Internet].
Scientifically sound clinical research is an undispensable prerequisite to establish innovative therapeutic principles, to support applications for marketing authorization of proprietary new drugs, to advance therapeutic results in cancer therapy, and the only route towards an evidence-based clinical oncology at the advent of the 21st century. Treatment of cancer patients based on scientific evidence derived from clinical studies outperforms compassionate individual therapeutic decisions with a lack of evidence, whenever such evidence is available or whenever a clinical trial is addressing the clinical situation that must be addressed for an individual patient. A stable trend towards improved survival of cancer patients was first observed in 1999. The advent of new technologies of drug design, the integration of pharmacology, genomics and DNA microarray chip technologies will produce a myriad of new anticancer drugs with promising potential for cancer therapy that need to be tested in the clinical setting without delay. To match that challenge, clinical oncology must streamline the laborious process of conducting clinical trials. The process of planning, multicenter coordinating, recruiting, treatment, analyzing, and reporting of clinical trial results must be further optimized. The best possible quality control of all steps of that process is a prerequisite to motivate patients to participate in clinical trials of cancer therapy - always one of the most promising treatment options for patients seeking the best possible cancer care. At the same time as the internet goes mainstream and cancer care information is ubiquitously laymanized and dispersed via cancer cybermedicine, clinical researchers may employ the internet to exchange information, facilitate conduction of clinical trials, and facilitate recruitment to clinical studies via web-based trial registries. This will be more than an incremental step forward to deliver the best possible clinical care towards the ultimate goal: to deliver evidence-based medicine en route to a cure for more cancer patients than ever.